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Key Selling Points
The author has a large and loyal following on Instagram and YouTube, where she offers tips, tutorials, process videos, and advice for creatives
This book gives adventurous artists at all levels an easy entry point into oil painting, guided by an artist who speaks their language and
understands what techniques and tools beginners need most to build skills and confidence.

Description
Oil Painting Every Day offers an enjoyable, modern approach to oil painting that takes the stuffiness out and puts the fun back in. Learn how to
see and think like an artist to paint stunning landscapes, still life, florals, portraits and figures, skies, and more. Discover expert tips and tricks for
creating compelling compositions with beautiful colour palettes and stunning details. Simple scenes spring to life with the rich radiance and
extensive colour range of oil paint, creating dramatic highlights and shadows. Perfect for beginners or those with some painting experience, this
book is an all-access pass to oil painting.

About the Author
Robin Sealark graduated with a bachelor’s degree in Fine Arts and an art education certification from Brigham Young University, USA, in 2013.
She spent her undergraduate years specializing in oil painting and hyper-realistic portraiture, but shifted her focus to landscapes, seascapes, and
skies over time. Growing up on Long Island, New York and exploring Utah, USA, inspired her to bring dramatic natural light and beauty to her
paintings. Robin has established strong followings on Instagram and YouTube, where she frequently posts her work, tips, tutorials and advice for
creatives. Through her personal work and teaching, she seeks to emphasize the idyllic beauty found in all subject matter through deepened
observation and a discerning artist’s eye. By sharing projects and educational resources she aims to create accessible paths to the basic techniques,
materials, and tools that make creative exploration and fine art rendering available to anyone.

Robin's Instagram is @robinsealark and her website is www.robinsealark.com
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